

Abstract: This paper presents the modeling and simulation of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) generation system for off-grid and on-grid operation and configuration. A fuel cell DG system consists of a fuel cell power plant, a DC/DC converter and a DC/AC inverter. The dynamic model for fuel cell array and its power electronic interfacing are presented; also a multi-input single output (MISO) DC/DC converter and its control scheme is proposed and analyzed. This DC/DC converter is capable of interfacing fuel cell arrays to the DC/AC inverter. Also the mathematical model of the inverter is obtained by using average technique. Then the novel control strategy of DC/AC inverter for different operating conditions is demonstrated. The simulation results show the effectiveness of the suggested control systems under both on-grid and off-grid operation modes.
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1 Introduction

The fuel cells can be used in the cars, buildings, hospitals, hotels, industrial facilities fast food outlets, etc. These applications have two off-grid and on-grid operation modes [1].

The fuel cells generate DC electrical energy from hydrogen by using a chemical process and their emissions are water. Therefore, power electronic circuits are an enabling technology that is necessary to convert DC electrical power generated by a fuel cell into usable AC power for passive loads, automotive applications, and interfaces with electric utilities. The fuel cell DG system is interfaced with the utility network via boost DC/DC converters and a three-phase pulse-width modulation (PWM) DC/AC inverter. In recent decades, various power electronic circuits have been proposed to interface fuel cell DG system with the utility grid [1-4]. The DC voltage generated by a fuel cell stack varies widely and is low in magnitude. Therefore, a boost DC/DC converter is necessary to generate a regulated higher voltage DC for desired inverter input voltage. The boost DC/DC converter is responsible for drawing power from the fuel cell, and therefore should be designed to match fuel cell ripple current specifications. Conventional DC/DC converters, such as push-pull, half bridge and full-bridge converters can be used to boost the low voltage of the fuel cell to the required level. However, the transformers in these converters have considerable turns ratios (such as 1:20), and hence, high leakage inductances, which results in low energy efficiency and difficulty in control of the DC/DC converter [5]-[6]. DC/DC boost converters are usually used to interface the DC output of fuel cell units with the utility network. The static (V-I) characteristics of fuel cells show more than a 30% difference in the output voltage between no load to full-load conditions [7-8]. This inevitable decrease, which is caused by internal losses, reduces the utilization factor of the fuel cells at low loads. To increase the utilization of fuel cells, this paper, multi-input single-output (MISO) DC/DC converter for fuel cell arrays, which provides well-regulated output voltage, has been presented and analyzed. The advantages of this converter are its simple configuration, fewer component number, lower cost and higher efficiency. Another advantage of MISO...
DC/DC converters is that their switching frequency can be lower than a traditional converter, which means reduced switching losses and increased efficiency. Therefore, the MISO DC/DC converter is useful for combining fuel cell arrays.

The DC/AC voltage source inverter (VSI) has been widely used to interconnect a fuel cell energy system to a utility grid under both on-grid and off-grid operations [1], [4]. The control strategy of the DC/AC inverter should be able to deliver a preset amount of active and reactive power to the grid or be able to supplying the isolated unbalanced AC load by constant balanced AC voltage magnitude and frequency. Therefore, the DC/AC inverter controller in on-grid mode controls the active and reactive power flows to the utility grid. Therefore, a novel and simple control system based instantaneous power control strategy has been proposed and developed for DC/AC inverter [9-11].

The DC/AC inverter controller in off-grid operating mode regulates the voltage and the frequency of isolated unbalanced load. Therefore, a novel control system based on dq-0 rotating frame has been proposed for DC/AC inverters. In d-q-0 rotating frame, the load current and voltage components in the d-q channels are given rise to 2ω current ripples. The zero component appears as a disturbance at ω [12-14]. These three sequences are regulated independently by the Proportional Integral (PI) controllers.

This paper presents the modeling and controlling of fuel cell generation system under off-grid and on grid modes. Also, the mathematical model of the DC/AC inverter is derived by using the average large signal model. Two separate novel controllers are designed for these purposes. The proposed system has been modeled and simulated. The simulation results show the generated power from the fuel cell DG system can be controlled.

The results also show that the fuel cell generation system is capable to supplying the unbalanced AC loads by constant balanced AC voltage magnitude and frequency

2 System Configuration

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the fuel cell generation system, which has been studied in this paper. The basic components of this system are the fuel cell power plant, MISO DC/DC converter and DC/AC inverter. A validated 500 W PEMFC dynamic model, reported in [15], is used to model the fuel cell power plant. The fuel cell power plant consists of n fuel cell arrays connected in parallel. The MISO DC/DC converter is used to boost the low voltage of the fuel cell to make a high voltage DC bus. In this paper, the DC bus voltage (MISO DC/DC converter output) is chosen as $V_{dc}=750 \text{V}$. The controllers of the boost DC/DC converters are designed to keep the DC bus voltage within specified limit ($\pm5\%$). The DC/AC inverter is a three-phase six-switch VSI with neutral clamped DC capacitors, which interfaces the DC bus with a 220V/400 V AC power system. An LC filter connected to the inverter filters the switching frequency harmonics and generates a high quality sinusoidal AC waveform suitable for the load. The VSI controller in on-grid mode controls the active and reactive power delivered from the fuel cell energy system to the utility grid. The active and reactive power flows follow within specified reference values, which can be set by using power management units. The VSI controller in off-grid operating mode regulates the unbalanced load voltage of balanced and sinusoidal with constant amplitude and frequency. Supercapacitors or battery banks are connected to the DC bus to provide energy storage capability under different operating conditions.

Fig. 1. Fuel cell generation system.
3 Dynamic Models for Fuel Cell Array

Fig. 2 shows the electrical circuit model that describes the dynamic behaviour of fuel cell for its electrical terminals [15]. In Fig. 1, $E_{fc}$ is the equivalent internal potential and activation voltage drop. $R_{act}$, $R_{conc}$, and $R_{ohmic}$ are the equivalent resistances of activation, concentration, and ohmic voltage drops inside the fuel cell stack, respectively. These resistors are current dependent ($I_{fc}$) and/or temperature ($T$) dependent. $C_{fc}$ represents the equivalent capacitance of the system. $V_C$ represents the voltage across of equivalent capacitance. $D_k$ is the duty cycle of each boost converter. $V_{fc}$ and $I_{fc}$ is the output voltage and current of each fuel cell array, respectively. $R$ is the equivalent resistance of load for MISO DC/DC converter.

In Fig 2, we have:

$$\frac{dV_{fc}}{dt} = \frac{V_{fc}}{R_{act}C_{act}} + \frac{I_{fc}}{C_{fc}}$$

$$V_{fc} = E_{fc} - V_{fc} - R_{ohmic}I_{fc}$$

$$V_{fc} = \frac{(1-D_k)^n}{n} R_{ohmic}I_{fc}$$

where, $R_{act}=R_{act}+R_{conc}$, $T_k=R_{C_{fc}}$ is the time constant of associated to activation and concentration voltages. The activation and concentration losses represent a delay in the fuel cell output voltage. Corresponding to equation (3), the power supplied by the fuel cell to the load is depending on the operating point set by the duty cycle and the number of fuel cell arrays.

In this paper, the fuel cell current is 20 A (rated operating point) and its output voltage ($V_{fc,cell}$) is about 27 V [4], [15]. Therefore, the number ($N_f$) of fuel cell stacks we need to connect in a series to get a voltage of 108 V is

$$N_f = \frac{108}{27} \approx 4.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The total power rating of the series connection of 4 PEMFC stacks (0.5 kW each) is 2 kW. The number ($N_{p}$) of these 2 kW PEMFC units that need to be connected in parallel to compose a 30 kW fuel cell array is

$$N_p = \frac{P_{array}}{N_f \times P_{cell}} = \frac{30 \text{ kW}}{4 \times 0.5 \text{ kW}} = 15.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Therefore, each fuel cell array is composed of 4×15 stacks with the power rating of 30 kW.

The MISO DC/DC converter topology used for the combination of DC output of fuel cell power array is shown in Fig. 3.

The low voltage inputs of fuel cells, i.e., $V_{fc1}$, $V_{fc2}$, $V_{fc3}$ and $V_{fcn}$ have been connected to the DC bus by series connected boost converters. The single output of DC/DC converter is fed to the DC/AC inverter, to produce the AC output for AC grid under both on-grid and off-grid modes. The power flow and output voltage of fuel cells have been controlled by controlling the duty cycles of $n$ IGBT switches, $S_{fc1}$, $S_{fc2}$, $S_{fc3}$ and $S_{fcn}$. The output voltage of MISO DC/DC converter $V_{dc}$ can be expressed by the following (6):

$$V_{dc} = V_{dc1} + V_{dc2} + ... + V_{dcn}$$

$$= \frac{V_{fc1}}{1-D_{fc1}} + \frac{V_{fc2}}{1-D_{fc2}} + ... + \frac{V_{fcn}}{1-D_{fcn}}$$

where $D_{fc1}$, $D_{fc2}$, $D_{fc3}$ and $D_{fcn}$ are the duty cycles of boost converters and $V_{dc1}$, $V_{dc2}$, $V_{dc3}$ and $V_{dcn}$ are the output voltages of boost converters. If the converter duty cycles and their inputs are equal, the output voltage of MISO DC/DC converter, i.e., $V_{dc}$, can be determined by the following (7):

$$V_{dc} = \frac{n}{1-D_{fc}}V_{fc}$$

where $D_{fc}$ is the duty cycle of each boost converter, $V_{fc}$ is the low voltage input of each fuel cell array. $V_{dc}$ is the output voltage of boost converters.

The output current of MISO DC/DC converter $I_{dc}$ can be expressed by the following (8):

$$I_{dc} = I_{dc1}(1-D_{fc1}) = I_{dc2}(1-D_{fc2})$$

$$= ... = I_{dcn}(1-D_{fcn})$$

where $I_{dc1}$, $I_{dc2}$, $I_{dc3}$ and $I_{dcn}$ are the input currents of boost converters. If the converter duty cycles and their inputs are equal, the output current of MISO DC/DC converter, i.e., $I_{dc}$, can be determined by the following (9):

$$I_{dc} = I_{fc}(1-D_{fc})$$

where $I_{fc}$ is the input current of each fuel cell array. Applying now Ohm’s law on the resistance $R$, we have:

\[ V_{dc} = RI_{sc} \]  

(10)

Using equations (7), (9) and (10), the equivalent resistance in the fuel cell from its terminals is given by

\[ R_{sc} = \frac{(1-D_{sc})^2R}{n} \]  

(11)

The value of capacitor of each boost converter can be determined as follows:

\[ C = \frac{nD_{sc}(1-D_{sc})V_{dc}}{R_{sc}f \Delta V_{dc}} \]  

(12)

where \( f \) is the switching frequency, \( \Delta V_{dc} \) is the output voltage ripple of each boost converter. The value for inductor of each boost converter can be determined by the following (13):

\[ L = \frac{D_{sc}R_{sc}}{2f} \]  

(13)

In the control system of MISO DC/DC converter, the output voltage of converter has been compared with a reference value and the error signal is applied to PI-controller. The PI controller (\( K_p + 1/T_s \)) can be designed using the classic Bode-plot and root-locus method. The output signal of this controller is the one input of PWM switching for adjust the duty cycle. Therefore, the output voltage follows the reference value. In this paper, as an example a triple input single output (TISO) DC/DC converter has been designed and studied. The main components of the dc/dc converter can be determined by the prescribed technical specifications, such as the rated and peak voltage and current, input current ripple, and output voltage ripple, etc., using the equations (7) to (13). The component values for the 90-kW TISO DC/DC converter used in this paper are listed in Table 1.

5  DC/AC Voltage Source Inverter

The DC/AC voltage source inverter exchanges power between the utility grid and the DC bus and vice versa. On-grid (or grid-connected) mode allows the DC/AC inverter to operate parallel to the grid, providing grid support. Off-grid (or stand-alone) mode allows the DC/AC inverter to operate completely isolated from AC grid. There can be a dual mode of operation. In this mode, DC/AC inverter could be automatically switched between the two modes.

5.1 Control Strategy for the On-grid Operation

The average large signal model of the DC/AC inverter in on-grid operating condition is shown in Fig. 4. This converter is represented with three ideal current sources \( i_{sc} \), \( i_{sb} \) and \( i_{sa} \). The converter manages the amount of the current injected to AC grid from the DC bus. As it can be seen in Fig. 4, the input signals of the DC/AC inverter are source phase voltages, \( v_{fa}, v_{fb} \) and \( v_{fc} \), three phase output currents for this converter \( i_{fa}, i_{fb} \) and \( i_{fc} \), the reference of the active power, \( P_{ref} \) and the reference of the reactive power, \( Q_{ref} \). \( L_g \) is the inductance of the inverter filter. \( R_p \) and \( L_g \) are the resistance and inductance of the AC grid. This controller uses the Hysteresis Current Control (HCC) switching technique. As it can be seen in Fig. 4, we have:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    i_{sa} \\
    i_{sb} \\
    i_{sc}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    i_{fa} \\
    i_{fb} \\
    i_{fc}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(14)

Fig. 5 shows the DC/AC inverter control in on-grid operation. The required power to be injected to AC grid is set by \( P_{ref} \) and \( Q_{ref} \) reference signals. These signals can be chosen by customers or remote power management units [9-11]. However, this control strategy is called P-Q control scheme for on-grid operation.

Table 1. Parameters of TISO DC/DC converter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>0.01mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>1553\mu F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_{sc} )</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>6.25Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta V_{dc} )</td>
<td>0.015kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_s )</td>
<td>10kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_{sc} )</td>
<td>0.3kA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{sc} )</td>
<td>0.108kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{ac} )</td>
<td>0.25kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_p )</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_s )</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, the P-Q control strategy has been designed based on the instantaneous power control strategy. The \( \alpha-\beta \) transformation in Fig. 5 performs the following equations:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    v_{\alpha} \\
    v_{\beta}
\end{bmatrix} = T_{\alpha \beta} \begin{bmatrix}
    v_{fa} \\
    v_{fb} \\
    v_{fc}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(15)
The $\alpha - \beta$ component related to the reference current of each network converter can be expressed by equation (16).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  i_{fa}^{\text{ref}} \\
  i_{fb}^{\text{ref}} \\
  i_{fc}^{\text{ref}}
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{v_{sa} + v_{sb} + v_{sc}} \begin{bmatrix}
  v_{sa} - v_{a}^{s} \\
  v_{sb} - v_{b}^{s} \\
  v_{sc} - v_{c}^{s}
\end{bmatrix} P_{\text{ref}} Q_{\text{ref}}
\] (16)

The comparison of the calculated reference currents and the actual currents generated by the DC/AC inverter will result in the error signal, which controls the switches of the inverter.
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Fig. 3. Multi-input and single output (MISO) DC/DC converter.

The $\alpha - \beta$ inverse transformation box, shown in Fig. 5, calculates the three-phase current references to be fed into the HCC scheme. Thus:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  i_{sa}^{\text{ref}} \\
  i_{sb}^{\text{ref}} \\
  i_{sc}^{\text{ref}}
\end{bmatrix} = T_{abc} \begin{bmatrix}
  i_{fa}^{\text{ref}} \\
  i_{fb}^{\text{ref}} \\
  i_{fc}^{\text{ref}}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (17-a)

\[
T_{abc} = \begin{bmatrix}
  \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} & -1 & -1 \\
  1 & \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2} \\
  0 & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (17-b)

5.2 Control Strategy for the off-grid Operation

The average large signal model of the DC/AC inverter in off-grid operating condition is shown in Fig. 6. This inverter is represented with three voltage sources, $v_{sa}^{ref}$, $v_{sb}^{ref}$, and $v_{sc}^{ref}$. The equations describing DC/AC inverter voltages and currents are expressed by the following equation:
can be obtained by Phase Lock Reference Frame using desirable frequency (e.g., 50 Hz).

The load phase voltage should be kept balanced and sinusoidal with constant amplitude and frequency. Therefore the expected load voltage in the $d-q-0$ reference frame should have only the following value:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
v_{ld}
v_{lq}
v_{l0}
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
R_l & 0 & 0 \\
0 & R_l & 0 \\
0 & 0 & R_l
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
i_{ld}
i_{lq}
i_{l0}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where, $v_{la}$, $v_{lb}$, and $v_{lc}$ are the line to neutral three phase output voltages of the DC/AC inverter. $i_{la}$, $i_{lb}$, and $i_{lc}$ are the line to neutral three phase output currents. $v_{la}$, $v_{lb}$, and $v_{lc}$ are controlled by PWM (active component) and three phase output currents. $v_{la}$, $v_{lb}$, and $v_{lc}$ are line to neutral three phase voltages of balanced three phase AC loads. The voltage equations in the $d-q-0$ reference frame are as follows:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
v_{al}
v_{ql}
v_{ol}
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
v_{a0}
v_{q0}
v_{o0}
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
R_l & 0 & 0 \\
0 & R_l & 0 \\
0 & 0 & R_l
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
i_{al}
i_{ql}
i_{ol}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
v_{al}
v_{ql}
v_{ol}
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & L_i & 0 \\
L_i & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & L_i
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
i_{al}
i_{ql}
i_{ol}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
v_{al}
v_{ql}
v_{ol}
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & L_i & 0 \\
L_i & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & L_i
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
i_{al}
i_{ql}
i_{ol}
\end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
v_{al}
v_{ql}
v_{ol}
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & L_i & 0 \\
L_i & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & L_i
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
i_{al}
i_{ql}
i_{ol}
\end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
v_{al}
v_{ql}
v_{ol}
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
v_{a0}
v_{q0}
v_{o0}
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
R_l & 0 & 0 \\
0 & R_l & 0 \\
0 & 0 & R_l
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
i_{al}
i_{ql}
i_{ol}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

The circuit configuration and control scheme for DC/AC inverter for supplying unbalanced AC load is depicted in Fig. 7. The DC/AC inverter between the DC bus and AC load can be controlled by V-f control strategy, which regulates the voltage and the frequency of AC load [12-14]. In the V-f controller, it is clear that:

a. Frequency ($f$) can be obtained by Phase Lock Loop (PLL) using desirable frequency (e.g., 50 Hz).

b. The load phase voltages ($v_{la}$, $v_{lb}$, and $v_{lc}$) can be detected and transformed to the $d-q-0$ synchronously rotating reference frame using following equations:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
v_{ld}
v_{lq}
v_{l0}
\end{pmatrix} = T_{dq0}
\begin{pmatrix}
v_{al}
v_{ql}
v_{ol}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
T_{dq0} = \frac{2}{3}
\begin{pmatrix}
\cos(\omega t) & \cos(\omega t - 120^\circ) & \cos(\omega t + 120^\circ) \\
\frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Fig. 6. Average large signal model of the DC/AC inverter in off-grid mode.

Fig. 7. Block diagram of DC/AC inverter controller in off-grid operation.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    v_{st}^{\text{out}} \\ v_{st}^{\text{in}} \\ v_{st}^{\text{ref}}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    0 \\ \\
    \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} \\ 0
\end{bmatrix} \quad (22)
\]

The inverter controller based on \( d-q-0 \) rotating reference frame consists of an inner current loop and an outer voltage loop in a three channel arrangement. The current and voltage loops include independent PI controllers for the \( d \), \( q \) and \( 0 \) channels to eliminate steady state error. The reference load current loops in the \( d-q-0 \) coordinate are:

\[
\begin{align*}
    i_{st}^{\text{ref}} &= \text{PI}(v_{st}^{\text{ref}} - v_{st}^{\text{out}}) \\
    i_{st}^{\text{ref}} &= \text{PI}(v_{st}^{\text{ref}} - v_{st}^{\text{in}}) \\
    i_{st}^{\text{ref}} &= \text{PI}(v_{st}^{\text{ref}} - v_{st}^{\text{ref}})
\end{align*} \quad (23)
\]

The output signals from PI controller can be expressed by the equation (19).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    i_{st}^{\text{ref}} \\ i_{st}^{\text{ref}} \\ i_{st}^{\text{ref}}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    v_{st}^{\text{ref}} \\ v_{st}^{\text{ref}} \\ v_{st}^{\text{ref}}
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
    \omega L_{st} i_{st}^{\text{ref}} \\ \omega L_{st} i_{st}^{\text{ref}} \\ 0
\end{bmatrix} R_{t} i_{st}^{\text{ref}}
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    -\omega L_{si} i_{st}^{\text{ref}} \\ \omega L_{si} i_{st}^{\text{ref}} \\ 0
\end{bmatrix} R_{i} i_{st}^{\text{ref}}
\]

The reference output voltages for the DC/AC inverter are transformed to the \( a-b-c \) by using inverse synchronously rotating frame.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    v_{st}^{\text{ref}} \\ v_{st}^{\text{ref}} \\ v_{st}^{\text{ref}}
\end{bmatrix} = T_{ab} \begin{bmatrix}
    v_{st}^{\text{ref}} \\ v_{st}^{\text{ref}} \\ v_{st}^{\text{ref}}
\end{bmatrix} \quad (25)
\]

\[
T_{ab} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    \cos(\omega t) & -\sin(\omega t) & 1 \\
    \cos(\omega t - 120^\circ) & -\sin(\omega t - 120^\circ) & 1 \\
    \cos(\omega t + 120^\circ) & -\sin(\omega t + 120^\circ) & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Then the available voltages in the \( a-b-c \) coordinate are compared with the triangular wave provided by PWM voltage control block. Therefore the output provides suitable switching pattern of DC/AC inverter.

6 Simulation Results

In this paper, to evaluate the performance of fuel cell generation system, on-grid and off-grid operating conditions have been modeled by PSCAD/EMTDC. The control strategy of DC/AC inverter with neutral clamped DC capacitors has been studied in on-grid and off-grid operation modes.

6.1 On-Grid Operation

In this case, the reference values of \( P_{\text{ref}} \) and \( Q_{\text{ref}} \) have been changed from 80 kW to 40 kW and from 8 kVAr to 4 kVAr at \( t=0.4s \), and from 40 kW to 80 kW and from 4 kVAr to 8 kVAr at \( t=0.8 \) sec., respectively. Figures 8 to 11 show the simulation results. As shown in Fig. 8, the active power injected to the AC grid has been changed from 80 kW to 40 kW at \( t=0.4 \) sec., and then from 40 kW to 80 kW at \( t=0.8 \) sec. In Fig. 8, the reactive power has been changed from the AC grid by the fuel cell unit is changed from 8 kVAr to 4 kVAr at \( t=0.4 \) sec. and then from 4 kVAr to 8 kVAr at \( t=0.8 \) sec.

As it can be seen the parameters follow the reference points and in the steady-state, the fuel cell generation system delivers the active power to the grid and consumes the active power from the grid, which matches the reference values of \( P \) and \( Q \). The filtered output voltages and currents of each fuel cell array for this case are shown in Fig. 9.

As depicted in Fig. 9, the fuel cell current has some delay because it takes some time for the fuel to be converted to the hydrogen, which is demanded for the request power, and the fuel cell voltage and current depend on each other as voltage-current polarization curve of the stack. Fig. 10(a) shows the active power injected to the DC bus. Corresponding to the Fig. 10(a), active power injected into the DC bus by using fuel cell power plant increases and reach to reference value, which match the above active power reference variation. Fig. 10(b) show the DC bus voltage (the output of TISO DC/DC converter), which match the above grid connected condition. Note that the DC bus voltage comes up to its reference value, 750 V though the fuel cell output voltage is fluctuated in during the simulation time. The voltage ripple at the DC bus is about 1.2%, which is with the acceptable range.

Fig. 11 shows grid-side phase voltages and line currents of the DC/AC inverter. The line currents changes with power reference variations, which goes into the utility grid. Therefore, the inverter can deliver the generator’s power of fuel cell DG system to the grid with low harmonic current. This verifies the effectiveness of the \( P-Q \) control strategy.

6.2 Off-Grid Operation

The response of proposed fuel cell generation system to unbalanced resistive-inductive loading in the off-grid mode has been studied, too. Therefore, the \( V-f \) control scheme is activated. The unbalanced load No. 1 has been changed to unbalanced load No. 2 at \( t=0.4s \) and at \( t=0.8s \) the load has been again changed to its initial value, i.e., load No. 1. The load parameters are given in appendix A. Figures 12 to 15 show the simulation results. Fig. 12 shows the active and reactive power consumed by unbalanced loads. As shown in Fig.
12, the fuel cell generation system is supplying the unbalanced AC loads. The filtered output voltage and current curves of each fuel cell array for this case are shown in Fig. 13. As depicted in Fig. 13, the some delay of fuel cell output voltage and current depend on each other as voltage-current polarization curve of stack. Fig. 14(a) shows the power injected to the DC bus. Corresponding to the Fig. 14(a), power injected into the DC bus by using fuel cell increases and reach to load demand, which match the above unbalanced load requirement. Fig. 14(b) shows the DC bus voltage (the output of TISO DC/DC converter), which match the above load variations. Note that the DC bus voltage comes up to its reference value, 750 V though the fuel cell output voltage is fluctuated in during the simulation time. The voltage ripple at the DC bus is about 1.2%, which is with the acceptable range.

Fig. 15 shows phase voltages and line currents at unbalanced load terminals. The DC/AC inverter maintains the output at the desired level irrespective of unbalanced loads applied on the system.

The AC voltage level across the load remains unchanged with the unbalanced load variation switching and stay at the reference value $V_{ac}^{ref}$ in the all time of simulation. However, the balanced voltages are provided for the unbalanced AC loads while the load phase currents are not sinusoidal. This is because of ability of DC/AC inverter to control its output voltage. The 3-phase line current at load terminals changes with the load variation switching. The frequency (50 Hz in our case) is imposed by a phase lock loop (PLL) block. This verifies the effectiveness of the $V-f$ control strategy for the off-grid mode. To quantify the level of the voltage unbalance, the percentage of negative sequence unbalance is expressed in accordance with the definition of the “degree of unbalance in three phase system” [12-14]. In this case, the negative sequence unbalance is lower then 1% which is acceptable. It must be noticed that international standards admit unbalances lower than 2% [12-14].

### Appendix A

Parameters of the unbalanced AC loads used for simulation:

### RL load No. 1:

\[
Z_{l1} = 7.2717 \angle 12.437^\circ \Omega, \quad Z_{l2} = 5.3364 \angle 17.12^\circ \Omega \quad \text{and} \quad Z_{l3} = 6.299 \angle 11.438^\circ \Omega
\]

### RL load No. 2:

\[
Z_{l1} = 3.2401 \angle 16.908^\circ \Omega, \quad Z_{l2} = 2.3018 \angle 24.167^\circ \Omega \\
\text{and} \quad Z_{l3} = 4.2069 \angle 12.943^\circ \Omega
\]

### 7 Conclusion

This paper presents the modeling, control and simulation study of a fuel cell generation system for on-grid and off-grid operation modes. A validated 500 W PEMFC dynamic model, reported in [1-5], is used to model the fuel cell array. The dynamic model for fuel cell array and its power electronic interface have been presented, too. The multi-input single-output (MISO) DC/DC converter has been studied. This converter is capable of interfacing fuel cell power plant to the DC/AC inverter. Conventional PI voltage controllers are used for the MISO converter to regulate the DC bus voltage. The controller designs for different operating conditions of DC/AC inverter are given using the average large signal model. The $P-Q$ control scheme based instantaneous power control strategy is used on the inverter to control the active and reactive power delivered from the fuel cell generation system to the utility grid. The $V-f$ control scheme based $d-q-0$ transformed current-voltage controller is used on the inverter under unbalanced load conditions. This controller regulates the load phase voltage in balanced and sinusoidal with constant amplitude and frequency. This point indicates the technical and economical superiority of the proposed system for parallel connection of fuel cells. The simulation results based on PSCAD/EMTDC software show the effectiveness of the suggested control systems in on-grid and off-grid operation modes. The results also show the fuel cell system is maintained within specified limit.
Fig. 9. Filtered output voltages and currents of each fuel cell array.

Fig. 10. (a) Power output from the DC bus; and (b) DC bus voltage.

Fig. 11. Grid-side phase voltages and line currents of the inverter.

Fig. 12. Active and reactive power consumed by unbalanced loads.
Fig. 13. Filtered output voltages and currents of each fuel cell array.

Fig. 14. (a) Power injected into the DC bus; and (b) DC bus voltage.

Fig. 15. Phase voltages and Line currents at unbalanced load terminals.
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